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SESIS Guidance Material Disclaimer
The EUROCONTROL SESIS guidance material is made available to
EUROCONTROL and ECAC Member States to provide guidance and support
in advising their National Supervisory Authorities and Air Navigation Service
Providers in the preparation of the certification process in compliance with the
Commission Regulation(EC) No 2096/2005 of 20 December 2005 laying down
common requirements for the provision of air navigation services.
The information assembled in the guidance material reflects the SES legislation
in force on the date of publication in the Official Journal of Regulation No.
2096/2005, laying down the Common requirements for Service Provision.
The compliance of the Member States, in particular their NSA, and of the
ANSPs with their obligations under the SES regulations and subsequent
legislation remains entirely their own responsibility. EUROCONTROL does not
guarantee a particular outcome of a certification process, nor does
EUROCONTROL assume any liability for claims or damages sustained in that
respect.
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Executive Summary
To support Aeronatical Information Services Providers (AISPs) in the
implementation of the Common Requirements (CRs), the EUROCONTROL
Agency has produced this document.
In this Executive Summary, an overview of the guidance provided by
EUROCONTROL to AISPs on a possible way to comply with the CRs is
presented below. The CRs are listed in accordance with the structure of the
Commission regulation on CRs.
ANNEX I - General common requirements applicable to all ANSPs
Overview of the most important
aspects of the CRs.
1. TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL
COMPETENCE AND CAPABILITY
An air navigation service provider shall be
able to provide services in a safe, efficient,
continuous and sustainable manner
consistent with any reasonable level of
overall demand for a given airspace. To
this end, it shall maintain adequate
technical and operational capacity and
expertise.
2. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
AND MANAGEMENT
2.1 Organisational structure
An air navigation service provider shall set
up, manage and demonstrate that its
organisational structure enables it to
deliver the services required in a safe,
efficient and continuous way, and to
sustain that ability.

Overview of the EUROCONTROL’s
guidance for ANSPs

This requirement is incorporated in the
other CRs. Therefore, it is not necessary
to address this requirement separately.

The ANSP must have documented its
internal organisation with a level of detail
relevant to the size and complexity of the
organisation. This documentation shall
reflect a clear and non ambiguous
allocation of the responsibilities of the
management personnel in charge of
safety, quality, security, finance and
human resources.
Although not explicitly required, the
documentation should provide also
additional information on the main
technical and operational functions,
delegation of power and of signature,
relationship and reporting lines inside the
organisation and with outsourced/external
activities.

Evidence: Appropriate documentation.
2.2 Organisational management
These requirements address the medium A state-of-the-art business plan and
and short term planning of an organisation annual plan that provide the ANSP
with regard to safety, quality and level of strategy with regard to:
service and cost-effectiveness. They
• the objectives defined along the
address also consistency with community
relevant
Key
Performance
requirements relevant for the development
Indicators;
of infrastructure or other technology.
• infrastructure or other technology
consistent with the relevant
Version 2.0
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Overview of the most important
aspects of the CRs.

Overview of the EUROCONTROL’s
guidance for ANSPs
Community Requirements.

Evidence: Business Plan and Annual Plan
3. SAFETY AND QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
3.1 Safety management
An ANSP shall manage the safety of all its
external services in a systematic and
structured way. In doing so, it shall
establish formal interfaces with all
stakeholders which may influence directly
the safety of its services.

3.2 Quality management system
An air navigation service provider shall
have in place at the latest 2 years after
entry into force of this regulation] a quality
management system which covers all air
navigation services it provides according
to the following principles.
An EN ISO 9001 certificate, issued by an
appropriately accredited organisation,
covering the air navigation services of the
provider shall be considered as a sufficient
means of compliance.
The ANSP shall accept to disclose to the
NSA the documentation related to the
certification, upon the latter’s request.

3.3 Operations manuals
These requirements address the need for
valid operations manuals relating to the
provision of its services. In addition, the
need for a well-defined process for the
updated distribution of the manuals and
communication of changes to the manuals
is required.
4 SECURITY
These common requirements address the
definition and implementation of a security
Version 2.0

The proposed approach should be made
in consultation with the NSA and should
identify the list of Stakeholders subject to
this requirement, and formalise interfaces
and procedures (e.g. Service Level
Agreements
Evidence: Formal interfaces with these
stakeholders in a way that ensure that
decisions taken, that may impact safety,
are clearly documented as well as the
rationale for these decisions.
There are two possible scenarios to
address this requirement:
Scenario 1:
An EN ISO 9001 certificate issued by an
appropriately accredited organisation is
available. This is a sufficient evidence that
requirement is properly addressed.
Scenario 2:
If no EN ISO 9001 certificate is held, the
ANSP must implement a state-of-the-art
quality management system (i.e. quality
policy, quality assurance programme
procedures,
work
procedures,
job
descriptions as well as documentation on
the review of the quality management
system).
Evidence:
Scenario 1:
A valid EN ISO 9001 certificate issued by
an appropriately accredited organisation.
Scenario 2:
Appropriate documentation supporting the
existence of an appropriate quality
management system.
ANSPs to have in place operations
manuals in line with the ICAO Standards
mentioned in the specific ANNEX for each
ANSP; a quality management system
addressing
the
maintenance
and
publication of the manuals satisfies this
requirement.
NSAs and ANSPs are

Released Issue
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Overview of the most important
aspects of the CRs.
management system that ensures the
security of facilities, data and personnel so
as to prevent unlawful interference with
the provision of services.
Where appropriate, the security clearance
of personnel is also to be addressed.
5 HUMAN RESOURCES
ANSPs shall employ appropriately skilled
personnel to ensure the provision of its
services in a safe, efficient, continuous
and sustainable manner. In this context, it
shall establish policies for the recruitment
and training of personnel.
6 FINANCIAL STRENGTH
6.1 Economic and financial capacity
An air navigation service provider shall be
able to meet its financial obligations.

Overview of the EUROCONTROL’s
guidance for ANSPs
“threat assessment”. Therefore, the Security
Management System comprises the security
measures in place to ensure the continued
performance of the ANSP and its ATM facilities
to meet ATM service requirements in the
current threat environment. These should be
documented in a Security Manual.

The definition of a human resources policy
covering recruitment and training of the
personnel addresses this requirement.

ANSPs shall have in place accounts in line
with
the
International
Accounting
Standards (IAS).

It shall use an appropriate cost accounting
Its Cost Accounting system should be
system.
established in accordance with the
It shall demonstrate its ability through the EUROCONTROL principles for en-route
annual plan as well as through balance charges costs.
sheets and accounts as practicable under
its legal statute.
Financial fitness is best demonstrated
through an auditor statement that the
company is ‘a going concern’ according to
the auditor.
6.2 Financial audit
This requirement addresses the need for Audit reports documenting regular audits
regular audits by an independent auditor.
by an independent auditor are sufficient
evidence.
7 LIABILITY AND INSURANCE COVER
These requirements address the need for
arrangements to cover liabilities arising
from applicable law including the need for
agreements to cover the allocation of
liability among different service providers
that avail themselves of the services of
another air navigation service provider.

ANSPs must be able to demonstrate that
they have arrangements in place to cover
their liabilities arising from applicable law.
The method employed to provide the
cover shall be appropriate to the potential
loss and damage in question, taking into
account the legal status of the service
provider and the level of commercial
insurance cover available.
These arrangements may be of a various
nature and can be combined together.
They must allow the ANSP to assume the
financial consequences of its liabilities, as
foreseen in applicable law and/or as
required by the NSA. The arrangements
must be documented in detail.
The cover obligation set by the Common
Requirements will not be applicable if it

Version 2.0
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Overview of the most important
aspects of the CRs.

Overview of the EUROCONTROL’s
guidance for ANSPs
can be demonstrated that commercial
insurance cover is not available.
An ANSP availing itself of the services of
another ANSP shall ensure that any buy-in
or delegation of services is agreed in
writing, that the agreements cover the
allocation of liability between them and
that the NSA has been notified. (In case of
ATS or MET, the States concerned need
to approve these arrangements).
Evidence: Appropriate documentation.

8 QUALITY OF SERVICES
8.1 Open and transparent provision of
services
These requirements address the fact that
the services are to be provided in an open
and a non-discriminating manner. In
addition, a customer consultation process
taking place on a regular basis needs to
be implemented.

The publication of the conditions to access
to the service by normal means (AIP) and
a formalised process for consultation with
customers, as well as a means for
handling of complaints address this
requirement.
Evidence:
Appropriate
company
documents (e.g. Business Plan, Annual
Report) where the commitment is taken to
provide services in an impartial and nondiscriminatory way.

8.2 Contingency plans
This common requirement addresses the Contingency
plans
defining
the
need
for
the
implementation
of appropriate procedures to be followed in
contingency plans.
events which result in significant
degradation or interruption of services, as
Contingency plans shall be in place one well as the means to ensure that the
personnel are trained to follow these
year after certification.
procedures address this requirement.
Evidence: Contingency plans and training
procedures (fall back training plans,
exercises). Documentation concerning coordination adjacent units.
9 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
These requirements address the need for . An annual report that provides the results
an annual report that covers the results of of the assessment of the actual results
the assessment of the quality level of with regard to the initial plans, as well as
services provided, the results of the the results of the customer consultation
customer consultation process as well as process, addresses these requirements. It
an assessment of the actual results with must also cover operational performance
regard to the goals defined in the short and other significant activities and
developments, in particular in area of
and medium term planning.
safety.
In addition, the publication of the annual
report in accordance with the national law
is required.

Version 2.0
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Overview of the most important
aspects of the CRs.

Overview of the EUROCONTROL’s
guidance for ANSPs
Evidence: The ANSP may use the existing
Annual Report, along with the “PRU
framework for best practice disclosure by
ANSPs Annual reports” as a basis in their
preparation of the Annual Report to the
NSA due by the EC regulation, taking into
account
ANSP
organisation
and
governance principles.

ANNEX IV – Specific common requirements applicable to AISPs
Overview of the most important
aspects of the CRs.
1 TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL
COMPETENCE AND CAPABILITY
These requirements address the need for
providing services that meet
the
requirements of different customers. In
addition, the need for meeting the
requirements
concerning
accuracy,
traceability of information distributed as
well as the timeliness of the distribution of
the information is addressed.

Overview of the EUROCONTROL’s
guidance for AISP

Provision of information/data in the form of
an integrated aeronautical information
package
(IAIP),
the
provision
of
aeronautical
aeronautical
charts,
information / data in the form of suitable
electronic media, EAD Data Provider
status, the provision of integrated briefing
at level 5 (single report by the system)
address this requirement.
A quality management system compliant
with the stipulations in ICAO Annex 15
addresses the need to ensure integrity of
data, to confirm the level of accuracy and
traceability of the information distributed
for operations.
Evidence: Customer service in place with
appropriate registry, help-desk, accounting
and customer complaint handling.
Documentation of procedures, including
results from performed verifications and or
corrective actions

2 WORKING METHODS AND
OPERATING PROCEDURES
This requirement addresses the need for
providing evidence that the working
methods and operating procedures are
compliant with relevant ICAO standards
(Annex 3, Annex 4, and, and Annex 15).
and that any deviations were published by
ICAO.

This is to prove that methods and
procedures are compliant with relevant
ICAO Standards or with a difference from
the Standard duly notified to ICAO by the
State concerned and which are then
published in a supplement to the ICAO
Annex and in the State’s AIP.
Evidence: Documentation of working
methods and operating procedures.

Version 2.0
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Scope
This document presents a possible approach for the providers of Aeronautical
Information Services (AISPs) to put in place a system which complies with the
common requirements (CRs).
It is intended for guidance and should not be understood as a legal document
setting out how the implementation of the CR should be achieved.
This guidance material is also intended to assist providers of all sizes in
understanding their obligations under the Common Requirements. However
implementation by providers will often need to be adapted to the varying sizes
and types of service provider. Likewise the appropriate regulatory response
from NSAs may differ for this reason.
AISPs can adopt their own model of implementation while making use as far as
possible of their relevant existing practices.
This guidance material may also be used as a basis to support discussion
between the AISP and its NSA to design the details of the certification process.
It is not intended to replace such discussion.
This document contains reference to:
•

EC Regulations and Directives;

•

ICAO Standards and other documentation;

•

EUROCONTROL decisions and regulatory material (where relevant);

•

ISO documentation

•

Additional Guidance Material as necessary.

SESIS documentation is made available for the sole purpose of review or use by
EUROCONTROL and ECAC Member States.

Version 2.0
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Structure of Guidance material
Introduction
To support ANSPs in the implementation of the CRs, EUROCONTROL has
produced “Guidance Material for ANSPs compliance with Common
Requirements”.
The “Guidance Material for ANSP compliance with Common requirements” is
split into 3 different volumes for each category of Air Navigation Service
Provider.

Guidance Material for
ANSP compliance with CRs

Guidance Material
Annex Vol I – ATSPs &
CNSPs

Guidance Material
Annex Vol II – AISPs

Guidance Material
Annex Vol III – METSPs

ANSP: Air Navigation Services Provider
CNSP: Communication, Navigations and Surveillance
ATSP: Air Traffic Services Provider
Services Provider
AISP: Aeoronautical Information Services Provider METSP: Meteorological Services Provider

Structure of Guidance Material for ANSP compliance with CRs
To facilitate the use of this material by the ANSP, the guidance material is
organised into 4 different Parts covering the 4 main functions in the ANSP
organisation:
-Part A:

Corporate matters;

-Part B:

Quality, Safety and Security;

-Part C:

Human resources

-Part D:

Technical and Operational matters for ANSP

To allow easy use of the material, the different Parts are designed as “standalone” documents. They can be read and used separately by those in charge of
the relevant areas in the ANSP (e.g. Corporate, Finance, Safety and Quality).
Only requirements relevant to the subject matter are addressed in the specific
parts of the document.

Version 2.0
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Guidance Material
Annex – ANSP

Part A
Corporate matters

Part D
Technical & Operational
Matters

(e.g. Organisation, Business Plan,
Annual Plan & report, legal
matters, Finance)

Part B
Safety, Quality & Security

Part C
Human resources

Each Volume is structured on the basis of main functions of an ANSP

Structure of one Volume

Mapping of Requirements within Document
The mapping of the CRs against the relevant Part of this document is presented
below.
Common Requirements

Part A

Part B

Part C

Part D

Regulation

Corporate

Human

Technical &

(Annexes)

Matters

Safety,
Quality,

Resources

Operational

Security

ANNEX I : GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OF AIR
NAVIGATION SERVICES
1. Technical and operational
competence and capability
2. Organisational structure
and management
3. Safety and quality
management
4. Security
5. Human Resources
6. Financial strength
7 Liability and insurance
cover
8. Quality of services
8.1.Open and transparent
provision of services
8.2.Contingency plans
9. Reporting requirements
Version 2.0
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ANNEX IV : SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OF AIS
1. Technical and operational
competence and capability
2.Working methods and
Operating procedures

Traceability of requirements
The requirements are given using the full text quoted in the EC regulation. To
allow traceability between the requirements and the EC regulation, the
requirements are identified by a specific numbering method as described below:
•

Identification of the entity responsible for meeting the requirement: ANSP
(General requirements) or AISP (Specific requirements) in this
document;

•

CR: Applicable EC regulation on Common Requirements for the
provision of ANS

•

Reference
to
the
applicable
article
or
paragraph.
Where the requirement is in an Annex, the number is preceded by “A”.

If the article/paragraph is to be split for analysis the following further breakdown
is used:
•

Reference to a bullet (a), (b), (c) (if the bullet exists in the text of the EC
regulation)

•

Reference to the paragraph: for example “para 2” for 2nd paragraph

•

If there is a further need to break down the requirement into subrequirements, a sequence number is added.

Example:
• ANSPCRA1.3.: Common Requirement (CR) applicable to ANSP (ANSP),
Annex 1 3.2 (A1.3.2), 3rd paragraph 2nd part (para 3- 2)

Presentation of Guidance Information
It is important to note that the Guidance material provided is a possible basis for
discussion between the ANSP and its NSA to agree on the details of the
certification process. It does not substitute to this bi-lateral discussion.
As far as possible, depending on the matters addressed in the analysed CRs,
this material attempts to address 4 different aspects:
1. Analysis of the requirements - analyses the significant points of the
requirements providing the rationale of the “criteria” and “A way to
comply”.
2. Criteria - is an attempt to define the criteria to be satisfied by the ANSP
to meet the requirement.
3. A way to comply - is a proposed approach to implement the
requirement and to meet the criteria, mainly comprising the appropriate
Version 2.0
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reference documentation. This is not the only way to implement the
Common requirements and ANSPs have full freedom to use alternate
ways while making use of existing practices, as far as practicable.
4. Evidence – provides indications of the:
•

documentation that could be referred to or provided by the Service
provider to the NSA, along with its application to Certification
(organisation exposition document);

•

evidence that can be assessed by the NSA during its on-site audit visits
to verify the ANSP’s compliance with the requirements.

When necessary, additional information is provided.
However, such
information should not be considered or understood as introducing
additional requirements.

Certification of ANSPs
The provision of ANS within the EU will become subject to certification by NSAs
12 months after the publication of the CR in the Official Journal. An NSA will
examine the compliance of an ANSPs with the CRs, subject to possible
derogations prior to issuing a certificate.
A certificate for the provision of ANS, not subject to derogation, shall be
recognised across the Community. When a derogation has been granted by the
NSA, the certificate should contain the conditions that reflect the nature and the
scope of the derogation. In the latter case the ANSP elects not to avail itself of
the opportunity to provide cross border services and waives the right to mutual
recognition of its certificate within the SES.

ANSPs obligations with regard to certification
Applications for certification have to be submitted to the national supervisory
authority of the Member State where the applicant has its principal place of
operation and, if any, its registered office (SPR 7(2)).
An ANSP shall comply with the common requirements no later than the time at
which the certificate is issued (CR 3(3)).
The ANSP shall provide all the relevant evidence to demonstrate compliance
with the applicable common requirements at the request of the national
supervisory authority. The air navigation service provider may make full use of
existing data (CR 5(1)).

Derogation
Eligibility criteria for Derogations
The EC Regulation on Common Requirements offers the possibility to an NSA
to grant specific derogations to applicants meeting the eligibility criteria listed
below, commensurately with their contribution to air traffic management in the
airspace under the responsibility of the Member State:

Version 2.0
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Gross annual turnover of EUR 1 million or less in relation to the
Other
services it provides or plans to provide
ANSP(*)
eligible for
derogation
Table 0-1

Eligibility criteria for derogation

(*) applicable to AISP
Where, for practical reasons, an ANSP is unable to provide evidence that it
meets those criteria, a NSA may accept analogous figures or forecasts in
relation to the relevant ceilings (i.e. for commercial aircraft: maximum take-off
mass, number of passenger seats and number of movements per year; for other
air navigation service providers, gross annual turn over).

Potential Scope of the Derogation
When confirmed that the ANSP fulfils the eligibility criteria, the NSA may grant a
derogation on compliance with the CRs within the limit presented in the table
below.
Common Requirement

ATSP
eligible for
derogation

AFIS eligible
for
derogation

METP, AISP
or CNSP
eligible for
derogation

Annex I, part 1 – Technical
and Operational
competence and capability

No
derogation

No
derogation

No
derogation

Annex I, part 2 –
Organisations structure and
management

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annex I, part 3.1 – safety
management

No
derogation

No
derogation

No
derogation

Annex I, part 3.2 and 3.3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annex I, part 4 - Security

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annex I, part 5 – Human
Resources

No
derogation

No
derogation

No
derogation

Annex I, part 6 – Financial
strength

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annex I, part 7 – Liability and
insurance cover

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annex I, part 8.1 – Open
and transparent provision
of services

No
derogation

No
derogation

No
derogation

Annex I, part 8.2 –
Contingency plans

Yes

Yes

Yes

Annex I, part 9 – Reporting
requirements

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table -2
Version 2.0
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No derogations can be granted related to specific requirements for AISP as
listed in Annex IV

Conditions attached to Certificates
Certificates shall specify the rights and obligations of ANSPs, including nondiscriminatory access to services for airspace users, with particular regard to
safety. Such conditions shall be objectively justified, non-discriminatory,
proportionate and transparent.
Certification may be subject, inter alia, to the conditions defined in Article 6.4
and Annex II of the SPR.
In addition, in case of derogation and in conformity with Annex II of SPR, a
national supervisory authority will:
•

specify the nature and the scope of the derogation in the conditions
attached to the certificate by indicating its legal basis;

•

limit the validity of the certificate in time;

•

monitor whether the air navigation service providers continues to qualify
for the derogation.

ANSPs obligations with regard to derogation
When applying for derogation, the ANSP is required to submit simultaneously to
the NSA the appropriate evidence regarding the relevant qualifying criteria.

Consequences of Derogations on recognition of the certificate
By way of derogation, the air navigation service provider elects not to avail itself
of the opportunity to provide cross-border services and waives the right to
mutual recognition of certificate within the SES.
It may, in those circumstances, apply for a certificate which is limited to the
airspace under the responsibility of the Member State referred to in SPR Article
7(2).

ANSPs obligations with regard to on-going compliance
An ANSP that has a certificate must notify the NSA of:
•

planned changes to its provision of services which may affect its
compliance with the applicable CRs or with the conditions attached to the
certificate (CR 5(2)).

•

planned safety-related changes to the provision of ATS (CR 5(3)).

In accordance with SPR 2(2), ANSPs must facilitate inspections and surveys by
the NSA or by a recognised organisation acting on the latter’s behalf, including
site visits and visits without prior notice (CR 6 (1)).
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Certification of Military ANSPs
Legal source
The requirement for military ANSPs to comply is detailed in SPR Article 7
“Certification of air navigation service providers.
1.
The provision of all air navigation services within the Community shall be
subject to certification by Member States.
(….)
5.
“Notwithstanding paragraph 1, Member States may allow the provision of
air navigation services in all or part of the airspace under their responsibility
without certification in cases where the provider of such services offers them
primarily to aircraft movements other than general air traffic. In those cases, the
Member State concerned shall inform the Commission and the other Member
States of its decision and of the measures taken
to
ensure
maximum
compliance with the common requirements.”

Analysis and consequences on applicability to Military ANSPs
Within the EC regulations (“Service provision” and “Common requirements”),
there is no obligation for the certification of Military ANSP so long as these
organisations provide services primarily or exclusively to military OAT. However,
Member States are required to ensure maximum compliance with the CR.
However, if military ANSPs are providing services primarily to GAT, certification
by the NSA is required.

Safety oversights of Military ANSPs
However, it should be noted that in accordance with ESARR1, States must
ensure that Safety oversight is specifically exercised by NSAs as part of the
supervision of regulatory requirements applicable to the provision of ATM
services to GAT. This is fully applicable to Military ANS providers as soon as
they provide services to GAT.
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Explanatory note
This part of the guidance document covers the Corporate matters relevant to the
functions within the AISP that deal with:
•

organisation structure and management;

•

strategic Business Plan, Annual Plan and Annual report;

•

finance;

•

legal matters such as Liability and Insurance cover;

•

the open and transparent provision of Services.

Scope of the requirements
The requirements are listed in Annex I “General requirements for the provision of air
navigation services”, and are reproduced below. The detailed mapping of the
requirements follows this Annex.

ANNEX I
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OF AIR NAVIGATION
SERVICES

2.

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT

2.1.

Organisational structure
An air navigation service provider shall set up and manage its organisation
according to a structure that supports the safe, efficient and continuous
provision of services.

ANSPCRA1.2.1

The organisational structure shall define:
(a) the authority, duties and responsibilities of the nominated post holders, in
particular of the management personnel in charge of safety, quality,
security, finance and human resources related functions;
(b) the relationship and reporting lines between different parts and
processes of the organisation.
2.2.

Organisational management
An air navigation service provider shall produce a business plan covering a
minimum period of five years. The business plan shall:

ANSPCRA1.2.2
Para 1

(a) set out the overall aims and goals of the air navigation service provider
and its strategy towards achieving them in consistency with any overall
longer term plan of the provider and with relevant Community
requirements relevant for the development of infrastructure or other
technology;
(b) contain appropriate performance objectives in terms of quality and level
of service, safety and cost-effectiveness.

ANSPCRA1.2.2
Para 2-

An air navigation service provider shall produce an annual plan covering the
forthcoming year which shall specify further the features of the business plan
and describe any changes to it.
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The annual plan shall cover the following provisions on the level and quality
of service such as the expected level of capacity, safety and delays to flights
incurred as well as on financial arrangements:
(a) information on the implementation of new infrastructure or other
developments and a statement how they will contribute to improving the
level and quality of services;
(b) indicators of performance against which the level and quality of service
may be reasonably assessed;
(c) the service provider’s expected short-term financial position as well as
any changes to or impacts on the business plan.

6.

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

6.1.

Economic and financial capacity
An air navigation service provider shall be able to meet its financial
obligations, such as fixed and variable costs of operation or capital
investment costs. It shall use an appropriate cost accounting system. It shall
demonstrate its ability through the annual plan as referred to in part 2.2. of
this Annex as well as through balance sheets and accounts as practicable
under its legal statute.

ANSPCRA1.6.1

6.2.

Financial audit
In accordance with Article 12(2) of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004, an air
navigation service provider shall demonstrate that it is undergoing an
independent audit on a regular basis.

ANSPCRA1.6.2

7.

LIABILITY AND INSURANCE COVER
An air navigation service provider shall have in place arrangements to cover
its liabilities arising from applicable law.

ANSPCRA1.7
Para 1 -

ANSPCRA1.7
Para 2 -

The method employed to provide the cover shall be appropriate to the
potential loss and damage in question, taking into account the legal status of
the air navigation service provider and the level of commercial insurance
cover available.

ANSPCRA1.7
Para 3 -

An air navigation service provider which avails itself of services of another air
navigation service provider shall ensure that the agreements cover the
allocation of liability between them.

ANSPCRA1.8.1

8.

QUALITY OF SERVICES

8.1.

Open and transparent provision of services
An air navigation service provider shall provide its services in an open and
transparent manner. It shall publish the conditions of access to its services
and establish a formal consultation process with the users of its services on
a regular basis, either individually or collectively, and at least once a year.
An air navigation service provider shall not discriminate on grounds of
nationality or identity of the user or the class of users in accordance with
applicable Community law.
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
An air navigation service provider shall be able to provide an annual report of
its activities to the relevant national supervisory authority. This report shall
cover its financial results without prejudice to Article 12 of Regulation (EC)
No 550/2004, as well as its operational performance and any other
significant activities and developments in particular in the area of safety.
The annual report shall include as a minimum:

ANSPCRA1.9
Para 1 &²2

ANSPCRA1.9
Para 3 -

•

an assessment of the level and quality of service generated and of the
level of safety provided;

•

the performance of the air navigation service provider compared to the
performance objectives established in the business plan, reconciling
actual performance against the annual plan by using the indicators of
performance established in the annual plan;

•

developments in operations and infrastructure;

•

the financial results, as long as they are not separately published in
accordance with Article 12(1) of Regulation (EC) 550/2004;

•

information about the formal consultation process with the users of its
services;

•

information about the human resources policy.

The air navigation service provider shall make the content of the annual
report available to the public under conditions set by the national supervisory
authority in accordance with national law.
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT (Annex I . 2)
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE (ANNEX I-2.1)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.2.1

An air navigation service provider shall set up and manage its
organisation according to a structure that supports the safe,
efficient and continuous provision of services.
The organisational structure shall define:
(a) the authority, duties and responsibilities of the
nominated post holders, in particular of the management
personnel in charge of safety, quality, security, finance
and human resources related functions;
(b) the relationship and reporting lines between different
parts and processes of the organisation.

The ANSP must have documented its internal organisation with a level of detail relevant to
the size and complexity of the organisation. This document shall reflect a clear and non
ambiguous allocation of the authorities, duties and responsibilities of the management
personnel in charge of safety, quality, security, finance and human resources. Although not
explicitly required, it is recommended that similar information be given for the providers of the
main technical and operational functions, as well as for their relationship with the
management.
Delegation of power and of signature shall be documented.
The allocation of responsibilities between the different job holders shall be documented
through job descriptions. It shall be complemented by an organisational chart presenting the
relationship and reporting lines between the different parts and processes of the
organisation.
The ANSP shall also provide information on its outsourced / external activities and document
the legal framework for these activities (e.g. contracts).
Additional information on the status of the staff (civil servant/ private law employee) and on
the potential liability of the ANSP for the damage caused by its staff shall also be specified.
The document describing the organisation can be used as evidence for the certification.
Additional information on Safety:
In case AIS is under the managerial control of an Air Traffic Service provider, compliance
with ESARR 3 would be an enabler of meeting the “safe provision of services”. An
established Safety Management System can be derived by using the content and applying
the procedures laid down in the “EUROCONTROL Generic Safety Management Manual”.
For the personnel in charge of safety, the ANSP may use of the generic job descriptions
contained in the EUROCONTROL Generic Safety Management Manual – Part Two, Chapter
4 Safety Organisation and Chapter 5 Safety Responsibilities and Accountabilities-.
Note: The EUROCONTROL Generic Safety Management Manual has been developed within
the framework of the SASI (Support to ANSPs for SMS implementation) Project with the
objective to support Air Navigation Service Providers for the implementation of their Safety
Management Systems. To receive your copy, please access the www.eurocontrol.int/safety
and complete the html form.
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BUSINESS PLAN (ANNEX I-2.2)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.2.2 Para 1

An air navigation service provider shall produce a business plan
covering a minimum period of five years. The business plan shall:
(a) set out the overall aims and goals of the air navigation
service provider and its strategy towards achieving them
in consistency with any overall longer term plan of the
provider and with relevant Community requirements
relevant for the development of infrastructure or other
technology;
(b) contain appropriate performance objectives in terms of
quality and level of service, safety and cost-effectiveness.

There is no “standard” Business Plan for ATM and ANSPs. There exist many schools and
methods for developing a Business Plan on the market. Hence guidance can only be given
on the general approach of a Business Plan.
Generally, the Business Plan should contain or refer to:
• the ANSP’s Vision, Mission and Values;
• a description of the Business Context that provides information on the governing and
managerial framework the ANSP operates in;
• a description of the Environmental Context that provides an analysis on PEST elements
(Political, Economic, Social and Technological), and contains a SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats);
• the Business strategies;
• the long-term goals (5 years) and the short term goals (1-2 years);
• the activities for the short term goals – It will be the basis of the Annual Plan-;
• the human and financial resources and investments;
• the organisational issues/structure;
• the development plans of infrastructure and technology (in accordance with relevant
Community and EUROCONTROL requirements (e.g. European Convergence and
Implementation Plan).
ANSPs should ensure that their Business Plan is presenting integrated plans linking
technical/operational projects to associated human and financial resources and investments.
As part of the Business Plan, the ANSPs should explicitly set their individual key
performance objectives after consultation with stakeholders and endorsement of the
State/NSA and/or board (i.e. in agreement with their own governance channel). Typically,
such key performance objectives should be set out for a medium term period covering the life
span of the Business Plan (e.g. 5 years).
To define the appropriate performance objectives, the AISP should use Key Performance
Indicators on
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Customer Satisfaction Index
Cost of AIS Services
Personnel Capability
Personnel Continuity
External Coordination
Rework Level
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7. .Time Spent On Product
8. Security
9. Traceability
10. .User Enquiries
11. Availability
12. Timeliness
For Cost effectiveness, no generally agreed indicators, targets or objectives are available at
European level yet. However, it is advised that ANSP refer to the Performance Review
Report (PRR) and ATM Cost-Effectiveness (ACE) reports where such indicators exist.
Note: A pilot exercise with several ANSPs on Cost-effectiveness En –route, is in progress
within the context of the LCIP.
The Business Plan is to be used as evidence for the certification. Reflecting the importance
of a formal consultation process in the Common Requirements (Annex I, para 8.1), providers
and NSAs may rely on this process to ensure a proper scrutiny of the information in the
business plan, annual plan and annual reports. The NSA would in such circumstances
check that the required information has been provided in these documents. When relevant,
the consultation process may provide the basis of the qualitative assessment of its content.
ANNUAL PLAN (ANNEX I-2.2)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.2.2 para 2

An air navigation service provider shall produce an annual plan
covering the forthcoming year which shall specify further the
features of the business plan and describe any changes to it.
The annual plan shall cover the following provisions on the level
and quality of service such as the expected level of
capacity, safety and delays to flights incurred as well as
on financial arrangements:
(a) information on the implementation of new infrastructure
or other developments and a statement how they will
contribute to improving the level and quality of services;
(b) indicators of performance against which the level and
quality of service may be reasonably assessed;
(c) the service provider’s expected short-term financial
position as well as any changes to or impacts on the
business plan.

The Annual Plan should detail the relevant elements of the Business Plan for the forthcoming
year. Any change to or impacts on the Business Plan shall be presented.
The Annual Plan shall cover performance target settings along the KPIs defined (see before),
predicted performance , new projects and their impact on quality of service, expected
financial strength.
ANSPs should ensure that their Annual Plan is presenting integrated plans linking national
and regional technical/operational projects and their impact on capacity, delays and safety.
Elements of the Local Convergence Implementation Plan can be used as a basis.
It is recommended that the Annual Plan addresses the association of these projects with
human and financial resources and investments.
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Special attention should be paid to the Key Performance Indicators (KPI).
derived from the performance objectives defined in the Business Plan.

They should be

The information on the service provider’s expected short term financial position in the Annual
Plan should serve two purposes:
1. demonstrate the service provider’s ability to meet its financial obligations (fixed and
variable costs of operation and capital investment costs) (cf. ANSPCRA 1.6.1),
2. present the relevant forecast costs and income of the different services provided per
Business Area (En-route ANS, Terminal ANS and other non-ANS services) and
demonstrate that other non-ANS activities do not put at risk the provision of ANS. For this
purpose, the service provider shall use an appropriate cost-accounting system (cf.
ANSPCRA 1.6.1).
Likewise the Business Plan (refer above), ANS providers and NSAs may rely on the formal
consultation process to ensure a proper scrutiny of the information in the Annual plan. The
NSA would in such circumstances check that the required information has been provided in
the document. When relevant, the consultation process may provide the basis of the
qualitative assessment of its content.
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FINANCIAL STRENGTH (Annex I – 6)
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CAPACITY (ANNEX I - 6.1)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.6.1

An air navigation service provider shall be able to meet its
financial obligations, such as fixed and variable costs of
operation or capital investment costs. It shall use an appropriate
cost accounting system. It shall demonstrate its ability through
the annual plan as referred to in part 2.2.of this Annex as well
as through balance sheets and accounts as practicable under
its legal statute.

Balance Sheet and Accounts
According to article 12(1) of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004, Air navigation service providers,
whatever their system of ownership or legal form, shall draw up, submit to audit and publish
their financial accounts. These accounts shall comply with the international accounting
standards adopted by the Community. Where, owing to the legal status of the service
provider, full compliance with the international accounting standards is not possible, the
provider shall endeavour to achieve such compliance to the maximum possible extent.
Annual accounts are drafted in accordance with certain accounting principles. Often,
(national) General Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) are used. The most well known
accounting principles are the International Accounting Standards, which are being replaced
by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The Community has adopted both
IAS and IFRS.
For International Accounting Standards (IAS), the ANSP may refer to the website:
www.iasb.org where abundant information is available on standards and their interpretations.
Standards issued by the International Accounting Standards Board are designated
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Standards originally issued by the Board
of the International Accounting Standards Committee (1973-2001) continue to be designated
International Accounting Standards (IAS).
Interpretations are prepared by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations
Committee (IFRIC) (formerly the Standing Interpretations Committee (SIC)) to give
authoritative guidance on issues that are likely to receive divergent or unacceptable
treatment, in the absence of such guidance. The Preface to International Financial Reporting
Standards makes it clear that IFRS include IAS and Interpretations. IAS 1 Presentation of
Financial Statements (as revised in 2003) states that "Financial statements shall not be
described as complying with IFRS unless they comply with all the requirements of IFRS".
Cost-Accounting
According to article 12(3) of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004, when providing a bundle of
services, air navigation service providers shall, in their internal accounting, identify the
relevant costs and income for air navigation services, broken down in accordance with
EUROCONTROL’s principles for establishing the cost-base for route facility charges and the
calculation of unit rates and, where appropriate, shall keep consolidated accounts for other,
non-air-navigation services, as they would be required to do if the services in question were
provided by separate undertakings.
In any case, the service provider’s cost-accounting system should be established in a way to
identify the cost items in accordance with the EUROCONTROL’s principles referred to
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above, and this for each activity/Business Area (En-route ANS, Terminal ANS and ancillary
services). AIS costs 1 are reported as a separate item in the breakdown of the ANS costs.
The supply of some AIS products may be also charged separately 2 . In this case, special
care should be taken so as not to include these costs in the ANS costs recovered through air
navigation charges.
Reporting along such breakdown for air navigation services is also likely to be foreseen in
the forthcoming ‘Common Charging Scheme for Air Navigation Services’ on the basis of the
certified accounts for the actual costs and in accordance with the Business Plan for the
forecast costs. Such reporting would be used to support the consultation process with the
users of air navigation services.
Demonstration of the service provider’s ability to meet its financial obligations
Financial fitness will best be demonstrated through an independent financial audit of the
ANSP (or the wider company or parent company if the ANSP is one element of a wider
business). The process of financial audit itself demonstrates that, in the view of the auditor,
the company is ‘a going concern’. If this is not the case, the auditor would be compelled to
include a statement highlighting any financial difficulties. This process, combined with the
appropriate sharing of information contained within the annual plan with the relevant
stakeholders, is considered sufficient to meet this requirement.
FINANCIAL AUDIT (ANNEX I - 6.2)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.6.2

In accordance with article 12(2) of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004,
an air navigation service provider shall demonstrate that it is
undergoing an independent audit on a regular basis.

The audit is typically conducted by an independent auditor and in accordance with audit
standards such as the (national) Generally Accepted Audit Standards (GAAS) or the
International Standards on Auditing (ISA).
The ANSP shall regularly undergo an independent audit, either by a contracted external
accredited auditor or in case of a State organisation by independent bodies which can
undertake financial audits An audit every year with a financial year ending at the end of the
year (31/12) is recommended.
It is often also a legal requirement to publish an Audit report.
According to article 12(5) of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004, Member States shall designate
the competent authorities that shall have a right of access to the accounts of service
providers that provide services within the airspace under their responsibility.
Evidence that the requirement is met could be provision of the audit report to the designated
authorities. The report should include the confirmation by the auditor that accounts comply
with the standards adopted by the Community or, if compliance not achieved - owing to legal
status of ANSP, explain the non-compliance and why.

1
2

collecting and compiling aeronautical information/data
costs of printing paper copies or production of electronic media, and costs of distribution.
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LIABILITY AND INSURANCE COVER (Annex I -7)
Preamble of the draft Commission Regulation on common requirements for the provision of
air navigation services, Recital (15):
(15)

Different national arrangements as to liability should not prevent an air
navigation service provider from entering into agreements on the cross-border
provision of services, once they have set up arrangements to cover losses for
damages arising from liabilities under the applicable law. The method
employed should follow national legal requirements. Member States, which allow
the provision of air navigation services in all or part of the airspace under their
responsibility without certification in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 550/2004,
should cover the liabilities of these providers.

Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.7 Para 1

An air navigation service provider shall have in place
arrangements to cover its liabilities arising from applicable law.

The liabilities of the ANSP are difficult to define in advance: they depend on the applicable
legal regime, which may change according to the situation and status of the ANSP as well as
of the potential damage. The international character of the damages resulting from the
provision of air navigation services may involve the competence of foreign courts and
applicability of foreign laws.
The ANSP should at least comply with the requirements of its national law(s).
The ANSP may be subject to contractual and third party liability for the air navigation service
it provides. Subject to each national law applicable to the employment relation, the ANSP
may also be subject to vicarious liability. Article 1 of the Regulation on common requirements
(CRs) provides that the requirements do not apply to activities other than the provision of air
navigation services pursued by the provider.
Since article 7.1 of the CR refers to the necessity to cover the liabilities of the ANSP in
general, it is recommended to cover all activities associated to the provision of air navigation
services and not only those directly related to the operational tasks.
The activities of the ANSP may generate various types of damages: death or bodily injury,
loss or damage to property including consequential loss arising from such loss or damage,
loss or damage arising from a material interruption of the services in case of fault or
negligence. The CR do not require explicitly that the ANSP be covered for all these types of
damages, but ANSPs should be aware that even in the absence of coverage, they may be
liable for such damages, if provided for under their national law. In such circumstances, the
ANSP should if possible be covered.
The ANSP should be able to face the financial consequences of its liabilities: by concluding
commercial insurance policies, by being its own insurer, by enjoying a State guarantee, by
establishing a Fund, or any other equally suitable mechanism; the total coverage may be
ensured by one arrangement, or by a combination thereof. The ANSP should be free to
choose its arrangements, provided that the total coverage is appropriate (see following
paragraph). If the ANSP chooses to limit the amount of its insurance coverage, the method to
cover additional liabilities over this amount up to the appropriate level should be documented
(e.g. decision/letter/decree of the State).
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Requirements of the CR on insurance and coverage do not exclude the ultimate liability of
the State, in case of negligence in the exercise of its responsibilities, both under the SES
Regulations and under article 28 of the Chicago Convention,. The NSA may decide to
impose a minimum level of coverage for the ANSP(s) in order to protect the State’s interests.
As a consequence the ANSP will have to document the arrangements to cover each of its
activities: it may provide insurance contracts, or guarantee letters/decisions by the State;
each document should specify the activities concerned, the type of damages covered, the
amount and the conditions of the coverage.

Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.7 Para 2

The method employed to provide the cover shall be appropriate
to the potential loss and damage in question, taking into
account the legal status of the air navigation service provider
and the level of commercial insurance cover available.

For all ANSPs:
The appropriateness of the method to cover the potential loss and damage is again difficult
to assess, since the potential loss and damage is impossible to define precisely in advance.
The level of potential loss and damage depends on the type and level of activities of the
ANSP, and again on the law applicable to the damage.
The outcome of the risk assessment (mandatory for the ATSP cf. CR Annex II § 3.1.2) as
well as the documentation and outcome of negotiations with insurers should be used as an
indicator of its potential liability.
The legal status of the ANSP may have an impact with regard to the method for coverage. A
fully State-owned ANSP may e.g. benefit from the full State guarantee, and therefore not
need to subscribe a commercial insurance policy.
The level of insurance coverage will depend on the:
• risks the insurance companies will accept to cover: it seems that war and terrorism risks
can be included in insurance policies but for a high premium and a limited coverage
(usually 50 million dollars); however the insurance market is currently questioning this
possibility and the coverage of these risks may not be available any more in the future;
• maximum liability the insurance companies accept to cover: the maximum amounts
currently insured are between 1.5 and 1.75 billion dollars, the average being around 1
billion;
• premiums the ANSPs can afford; the premiums are calculated on a number of criteria
such as the type of activity (airport, ACC, en route), the loss record and the aircraft
movements; considering the relatively low number of insurers involved in the coverage of
air navigation services (15 to 20), their joint commitment is often necessary. This may
result in the impossibility to reach the required level of coverage and/or to negotiate the
premium offered;
• requirements set by the NSA to protect the State’s financial interests (i.e. art. 28 Chicago
Convention with regard to additional liabilities going beyond the insurance coverage).
The cover obligation set by the Common Requirements will not be applicable if it can be
demonstrated that commercial insurance cover is not available: e.g. risks not covered,
amounts above limits of liability, unaffordable premiums, etc.
However, national laws and regulations may impose other conditions with regard insurance
obligations.
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Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.7 Para 3

An air navigation service provider which avails itselfof services of
another air navigation service provider shall ensure that the
agreements cover the allocation of liability between them.

Article 10 of the Service Provision Regulation foresees that Air navigation service providers
shall formalise their working relationships by means of written agreements, to be notified to
the NSA or authority concerned. In cases involving the provision of air traffic services, the
approval of the member States concerned shall be required. The same applies for the
provision of meteorological services, if the State has designated a METSP on an exclusive
basis.
Paragraph 7.3 of Annex I of the CRs may apply to a number of different situations such as:
• delegation of ATS between two ANSPs within the same State;
• buy-in of different services between ANSPs within the same State (e.g. ATS/AIS,
ATS/CNS, AIS/MET)
• cross-border delegation of ATS and MET services;
• cross-border delegation of CNS and/or AIS;
For all situations and for all services, ANSPs should ensure that:
• a written agreement is concluded by the competent representatives of the parties;
• all the delegated functions and/or “buy-in” services are explicitly and fully described in
the agreements;
• the agreement supporting the delegation and /or “buy-in” services contains provisions
on respective liabilities (vis-à-vis the contracting ANSP and third parties);
• the agreement is notified to the NSAs concerned, or that approval of the States has
been obtained in case of ATS or MET services.
For ATS or MET services the conclusion of agreements between ANSPs and their approval
by the States concerned does not exclude the need for the State, in which the service is
provided, to designate the ANSP.
In the context of a multi States / multi ANSPs perspective, such as in a functional airspace
block (FAB), liabilities would be more complex and would need to be addressed with even
more detail to establish a clear liability environment between all the parties concerned.
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ANSP - QUALITY OF SERVICES (Annex I- 8)
OPEN AND TRANSPARENT PROVISION OF SERVICES (8.1)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.8.1

An air navigation service provider shall provide its services in an
open and transparent manner. It shall publish the conditions of
access to its services and establish a formal consultation process
with the users of its services on a regular basis, either individually
or collectively, and at least once a year.
An air navigation service provider shall not discriminate on
grounds of nationality or identity of the user or the class of users
in accordance with applicable Community law.

An Air Navigation Service Provider is compliant with the open and transparent provision of
services if
• the conditions of access to its services are published e. g. in relevant part of AIP,
normally GEN
• formal consultation process is documented including components such as:
- handling of complaints
- customer surveys
- consultation meetings
• consultation is performed at least once a year on the most relevant topics from service
provision with operational and technical issues including military issues and financial
aspects for the service provision;
• ANSPs should make a formal commitment in the official company policy to provide
services in an impartial and non-discriminatory way and as such not distort or prevent
competition where applicable. The applicable Community law relates to Art. 81 to 86 of
the Treaty and derived legislation.
Evidence that the requirement is met could be:
• relevant document(s) where the conditions of access are published (e.g. AIP);
• company documents where the formal consultation process is documented (e.g.
Customers Relationship Management);
• invitations and minutes of the (at least) annual consultation meetings;
• appropriate company documents (e.g. Business Plan, Annual Report) where the
commitment is taken to provide services in impartial and non-discriminatory way.
• an EN ISO 9001 certificate with a scope covering the ANS and no exemption for clauses
7.2 Customer-related processes and 8.2.1 Customer satisfaction could be considered as
sufficient means of compliance, provided it has been issued by an appropriately
accredited organisation.
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•

ANSP - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS (Annex I-9)

Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.9 –para 1
&2

An air navigation service provider shall be able to provide an
annual report of its activities to the relevant national supervisory
authority. This report shall cover its financial results without
prejudice to Article 12 of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004, as well
as its operational performance and any other significant
activities and developments in particular in the area of safety.
The annual report shall include as a minimum:
•

an assessment of the level and quality of service
generated and of the level of safety provided;

•

the performance of the air navigation service
provider compared to the performance objectives
established in the business plan, reconciling actual
performance against the annual plan by using the
indicators of performance established in the annual
plan;

•

developments in operations and infrastructure;

•

the financial results, as long as they are not
separately published in accordance with Article 12(1)
of Regulation (EC) No 550/2004;

•

information about the formal consultation process
with the users of its services;

•

information about the human resources policy.

ANSPs must provide the information as asset out in the regulation. CR prescribes the
minimum information to be provided in the annual report, without detailing further its content
and lay out.
Scope and Structure of an Annual report
Most of the ANSPs are already releasing an Annual Report whose purpose is to:
• present the company and its achievements in particular;
• disclose information to the stakeholders;
• meet legal requirements (e.g. EU regulations).
In general, Annual Reports are released between March and July, i.e. 3 to 6 months after
close of the financial year and once all figures for the years are definitive and available for
analysis.
When needed, while making use of already existing document, and recognising the
existence of various forms of organisational and corporate arrangements,,ANSPs may use
as a basis the following, best practice of ANSPs Annual reports 3 ,:
Annual Report usually comprises:
3

PRU proposal for best practice disclosure by ANSPs Annual reports in ATM Cost
Effectiveness (ACE) 2003 Benchmarking Report, paragraph 1.4
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I. Management Report
II. Annual Accounts (Financial Accounts or Financial Statements)
III. Audit Report
The purpose of the Management report is:
• to present the organisation and its achievements in particular;
• to disclose information to the stakeholders.
Key aspects are:
- Profile of the organisation & description of the key business areas;
- Key figures for the whole organisation and for the “business areas” , and comparisons with
previous years;
- Strategy, vision, action plans business and investment plans;
- Report of the Supervisory Board and report of the Management Board;
- Corporate Governance;
- KPIs performance achievements for the whole organisation and for each business area.
The Purpose of the Financial report is:
• to disclose primarily financial information to the stakeholders;
• to fulfil legal requirements.
Key aspects are for each Business Area , such as en-route ANS, Terminal ANS and other
non ANS- services on a commercial basis:
- Balance sheet;
- Profit and Loss statements;
- Income statement/Cash Flow statement;
- Notes to the financial figures;
- Accounting standards and policies;
- Detailed Asset Base, depreciation method, and depreciation period;
- Off-balance disclosures;
- Events after the Balance sheet date;
- Capital expenditures;
- Financial analysis ratios;
- Use of financial derivatives, guarantees given, commitments done.
Audit Report: The audit aspect is addressed above in the section “Financial audit”.
Preparation of an Annual report to NSA:
The ANSP may use the existing Annual Report, along with the “PRU framework for best
practice disclosure by ANSPs Annual reports” as a basis in their preparation of the Annual
Report to the NSA due by the EC regulation, taking into account ANSP organisation and
governance principles.
Several other existing processes and documents between EUROCONTROL and ANSPs
may support also the preparation of the Annual report to NSA, like assessment of the quality
of services, development in operations and infrastructure, which are covered in the annual
Local Convergence and Implementation Plan. Likewise the Business Plan and Annual (refer
above), ANS providers and NSAs may rely on the formal consultation process to ensure a
proper scrutiny of the information in the Annual Report. The NSA would in such
circumstances check that the required information has been provided in the document. When
relevant, the consultation process may provide the basis of the qualitative assessment of its
content.
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Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.9 – para 3

The air navigation service provider shall make the content of
the annual report available to the public under conditions set
by the national supervisory authority in accordance with
national law.

No guidance can be given on this requirement as its applicability depends of the conditions
set by the national supervisory authority in accordance with national law.
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Explanatory note
This part of the guidance document covers matters relevant to the functions
within the AISP that deal with:
•

Safety;

•

Quality;

•

Security.

Scope of the requirements
The requirements are listed in Annex I “General requirements for the provision
of air navigation services”, and are reproduced below. The detailed mapping of
the requirements follows this Annex.

ANNEX I
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OFAIR NAVIGATION
SERVICES

3.

SAFETY AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT

3.1.

Safety management
An air navigation service provider shall manage the safety of all its
services. In doing so, it shall establish formal interfaces with all
stakeholders which may influence directly the safety of its services.

ANSPCRA1.3.1

3.2.

Quality management system
An air navigation service provider shall have in place at the latest 2 years
after entry into force of this Regulation a quality management system
which covers all air navigation services it provides according to the
following principles.
It shall:
(a) define the quality policy in such a way as to meet the needs of
different users as closely as possible;

ANSPCRA1.3.2
Para 1 & 2

(b) set up a quality assurance programme that contains procedures
designed to verify that all operations are being conducted in
accordance with applicable requirements, standards and procedures;
(c) provide evidence of the functioning of the quality system by means of
manuals and monitoring documents;
(d) appoint management representatives to monitor compliance with,
and adequacy of, procedures to ensure safe and efficient operational
practices;

ANSPCRA1.3.2
Para 3-1

(e) perform reviews of the quality system in place and take remedial
actions, as appropriate.
An EN ISO 9001 certificate, issued by an appropriately accredited
organisation, covering the air navigation services of the provider shall be
considered as a sufficient means of compliance.
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The air navigation service provider shall accept the disclosure of the
documentation related to the certification to the national supervisory
authority upon the latter’s request.

ANSPCRA1.3.2
Para 3- 2

3.3.
ANSPCRA1.3.3
Para 1-

Operations manuals
An air navigation service provider shall provide and keep up-to-date
operations manuals relating to the provision of its services for the use
and guidance of operations personnel.
It shall ensure that:

ANSPCRA1.3.3
Para 2-

(a) operations manuals contain instructions and information required by
the operations personnel to perform their duties;
(b) relevant parts of the operations manuals are accessible to the
personnel concerned;
(c) the operations personnel are expeditiously informed of the
amendments to the operations manual applying to their duties as well
as of their entry into force.

4.

SECURITY
An air navigation service provider shall establish a security management
system to ensure:
(a) the security of its facilities and personnel so as to prevent unlawful
interference with the provision of services;
(b) the security of operational data it receives or produces or otherwise
employs, so that access to it is restricted only to those authorised.
The security management system shall define:

ANSPCRA1.4

(a) the procedures relating to security risk assessment and mitigation,
security monitoring and improvement, security reviews and lesson
dissemination;
(b) the means designed to detect security breaches and to alert
personnel with appropriate security warnings;
(c) the means of containing the effects of security breaches and to
identify recovery action and mitigation procedures to prevent reoccurrence.
An air navigation service provider shall ensure the security clearance of
its personnel, if appropriate, and coordinate with the relevant civil and
military authorities to ensure the security of its facilities, personnel and
data.
.
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SAFETY
ANSP - SAFETY MANAGEMENT (ANNEX I-3.1)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.3.1

Analysis of
Requirements

An air navigation service provider shall manage the safety of all its
services. In doing so, it shall establish formal interfaces with all
stakeholders which may influence directly the safety of its services.

AIS main interfaces are those related to obtaining/receiving or
providing aeronautical information.
According to ANNEX 15, which is referenced in the common
requirements, the AIS providers shall “take all necessary measures to
introduce a properly organized quality system”.
In addition, for AIS providers that are under the managerial control of
an ATS and/or CNS provider, the requirement for SMS is also
applicable to them as stated in. Appendix II chapter 3.1.1. General
safety requirements : “A provider of air traffic services shall, as an
integral part of the management of its services, have in place a safety
management system (‘SMS’) which: ensures a formalised, explicit
and pro-active approach to systematic safety management in meeting
its safety responsibilities within the provision of its services; operates
in respect of all its services and the supporting arrangements under
its managerial control; and includes, as its foundation, a statement of
safety policy defining the organisation’s fundamental approach to
managing safety (safety management)”
This is consistent with ESARR 3.

A way to comply A Quality System compliant with the requirements of Annex 15 is
regarded as a means of complying with the requirement to establish
formal interfaces with all stakeholders.
Annex 15 includes several specific requirements to be taken into
consideration when arrangements are established with other
organisations to obtain data:
•
•

From AIS of other States (see Annex 15, 3.1.2 a)
From other sources that may be available (see Annex 15,
3.1.2 b)

More specifically, Annex 15 states in paragraph 3.2 that “As of 1
January 1998, each Contracting State shall take all necessary
measures to introduce a properly organized quality system containing
procedures, processes and resources necessary to implement quality
management at each function stage as outlined in 3.1.7 above”. In
this paragraph of Annex 15 it is also stated that the State shall ensure
that aeronautical data are traceable to their origin at any time.
In the Note, Annex 15 states that the “International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) 9000 series of quality assurance standards
provide a basic framework for the development of a quality assurance
programme”.
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If the quality system is implemented in conformity with ISO 90012000, an important component of the QMS will be the arrangements
to deal with suppliers, and the whole QMS will be oriented to satisfy
customers. In these cases for those who received data/information
paragraph 3.2.2 of Annex 15 states that “The established quality
system shall provide users with the necessary assurance and
confidence that distributed aeronautical information/data satisfy
stated requirements for data quality”. All these arrangements will be a
practical means of meeting the CRs requiring appropriate interfaces.
If the quality system is not implemented in conformity with ISO, at
least the requirements laid down in Annex 15 will have to be met in
terms of ensuring that the issue of data/information from/to other
stakeholders is properly addressed. This should normally include
interfaces with them.
In addition, for AIS providers that are under the managerial control of
an ATS and/or CNS provider the requirement for SMS is also
applicable to them as stated in Appendix II chapter 3.1.1 - General
safety requirements. This is consistent with ESARR 3.
In this last case, an integrated safety and quality management system
would be an efficient way to approach the requirement. EAM 3/ GUI4
provides guidance on a possible way to implement such an integrated
system.
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QUALITY
ANSP - QUALITY MANAGEMENT (ANNEX I-3.2)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.3.2para 1&2

An air navigation service provider shall have in place at the latest 2
years after entry into force of this Regulation a quality
management system which covers all air navigation services it
provides according to the following principles
It shall:
(a) define the quality policy in such a way as to meet the needs of
different users as closely as possible;
(b) set up a quality assurance programme that contains
procedures designed to verify that all operations are being
conducted in accordance with applicable requirements,
standards and procedures;
(c) provide evidence of the functioning of the quality system by
means of manuals and monitoring documents;
(d) appoint management representatives to monitor compliance
with, and adequacy of, procedures to ensure safe and efficient
operational practices;
(e) perform reviews of the quality system in place and take
remedial actions, as appropriate.

Analysis of
Requirements

Criteria

Version 2.0

The ANSP has a number of issues to assess and evaluate in relation
to its approach to quality management. Consideration should be
given to the following items:
•

criteria upon which to base the quality management system
(QMS).

•

scope of the quality management system (QMS). Irrespective of
the criteria which have been selected as the basis of the QMS,
the ANSP should ensure that the scope of the QMS covers all air
navigation services provided.

•

time frame for compliance with this requirement is 2 years (1 year
for other common requirements). Two years is a realistic time
frame for those ANSPs embarking on formalising their approach
to quality management systems. Some ANSPs may have begun
work or have already met this requirement.

The ANSP should assess and decide what it considers to be
acceptable criteria, which it can use as a basis for its QMS. As a
minimum, the QMS should address the five clauses (a-e) outlined
above. A valid EN ISO 9001 certificate, which also addresses these
five clauses, is considered as sufficient means of compliance,
provided it has been issued by an appropriately accredited
organisation, internationally recognised. The criteria to use could be
determined in consultation with the NSA.
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The way to comply depends on how the ANSP interprets the
A way to comply common requirements and criteria of eligibility on quality
management. Two possible scenarios could be considered:
Scenario 1
The ANSP provides a valid EN ISO 9001 Certificate which has
been issued by an appropriately accredited organisation, with the
scope defined as covering air navigation services provided.
Scenario 2
The ANSP has a QMS in place which complies with the five clauses
(a to e) (described in requirement ANSPCRA1.3.2 - para 2).
Irrespective of which scenario is chosen, in order to demonstrate
compliance with the requirements on quality management, the
ANSP should ensure that:

Evidence

•

the scope of the QMS covers the air navigation services
provided;

•

compliance is achieved within the required timeframe of 2 years,
after entry into force of this regulation.

The evidence required to demonstrate conformity, depends on how
the ANSP interprets the requirements and criteria of eligibility on
quality management. The evidence for each of the two scenarios,
could include:
Evidence for Scenario 1
The ANSP provides a valid EN ISO 9001 Certificate which has
been issued by an appropriately accredited organisation, with the
scope defined as covering air navigation services provided.
Evidence for Scenario 2
Where the ANSP has a QMS in place which complies with the five
clauses (a-e) described in requirement ANSPCRA1.3.2 - para 2, the
evidence could include:

Version 2.0

•

quality policy defined to meet the needs of the different users;

•

quality assurance programme procedures;

•

quality management system documents e.g. quality
management manual; process procedures, work procedures
& instructions, monitoring documents, internal quality
audit
documents (schedules, audit reports, corrective action reports)
and quality records;

•

confirmation that a Management Representative for the quality
system has
been appointed, who irrespective of other
responsibilities, has responsibility
and
authority
for
ensuring the QMS is established, implemented and
maintained and for reporting on the performance of the QMS to
top
management;

•

records from management reviews on the QMS by top
management.
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The NSA may seek evidence of compliance with the above five
clauses (a-e) through: a desk audit (on/off site); by conducting its
own quality audit/questionnaire against the above criteria; or by
contracting this audit check to an external 2nd party organisation.
The evidence demonstrating compliance could include quality audit
schedules, quality audit reports & corrective action plans.
Additional
Information

References & Links
• EN ISO 9001:2000, Quality Management Systems –
Requirements
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/iso9000-14000/index.html

Req. Number/Source

An EN ISO 9001 certificate, issued by an appropriately accredited
organisation, covering the air navigation services of the provider
shall be considered as a sufficient means of compliance.

ANSPCRA1.3.2
– para 3 – 1

Analysis of
Requirements

Criteria

If the ANSP presents a valid EN ISO 9001 certificate as the basis of
compliance, then it should ensure that the certificate has been
issued by an appropriately accredited organisation (with the scope
covering
the
air
navigation
services
provided).
In the context of EN ISO 9001:2000, this could be considered as a
certification (registration) body which has been approved by an
Accreditation Body as competent (in accordance with ISO/IEC
Guide 62) to carry out ISO 9000 certification, in specific business
sectors.
When an ANSP is establishing if an organisation is appropriately
accredited to award an EN ISO 9001 certificate, two steps should
be considered:
•
•

refer to the ISO Directory of ISO 9000 Accreditation and
Certification Bodies and focus on the certification (registration)
bodies operating nationally or multi-nationally;
check if the certification (registration) body has the required
business sector experience.

A way to comply The official way to check if a certification (registration) body has the
required business sector experience, is to check if it has been
accredited to audit against the relevant EAC code, ECAC 21 for
Aerospace and EAC 31 for Transport, Storage and
Communications.
However, there are few certification (registration) bodies that have
this business sector experience. Therefore, ANSPs could check
additionally with other ANSPs for information and references on
relevant certification (registration) organisations.
ANSPs may also wish to check with their NSA, to understand their
view on whether or not the proposed certification (registration) body
is deemed to be an appropriately accredited organisation.
Version 2.0
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The certification (registration) body has been approved by an
Accreditation Body as competent (in accordance with ISO/IEC
Guide 62) to carry out ISO 9000 certifications and has the required
business sector experience specific for ANS (EAC code 21:
Aerospace and EAC 31: Transport, Storage and Communications).
References & Links
• ISO/IEC Guide 62:1996, General requirements for bodies
operating assessment and certification/registration of quality
systems.
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/CatalogueDetailPage.CatalogueDetail?CS
NUMBER=25251&ICS1=3&ICS2=120&ICS3=20
• ISO Directory of ISO 9000 Accreditation and Certification
Bodies
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/info/ISODirectory/intro.html
• ISO
19011:2002,
Guidelines
for
quality
and/or
environmental management systems auditing
http://www.iso.org/iso/en/CatalogueDetailPage.CatalogueDe
tail?CSNUMBER
=31169&ICS1=13&ICS2=20&ICS3=10

Req. Number/Source

The air navigation service provider shall accept the disclosure of the
documentation related to the certification to the national supervisory
authority upon the latter’s request.
To comply with the CRs on quality, the ANSP will be required to
provide the documents in relation to its certification to the NSA. The
Analysis of
ANSP will be expected to accept this requirement for the disclosure
Requirements
of relevant quality documentation.
To facilitate transparency, the ANSP should discuss and agree with
the NSA on the relevant documentation which might be required to
Criteria
be disclosed in relation to certification by the NSA.
This depends on the scenario selected for the compliance with the
A way to comply Common Criteria ANSPCRA1.3.2- para 1 and 2 by the ANSP.
ANSPCRA1.3.2
– para 3 -2

If scenario 1 has already been selected, a valid EN ISO 9001
Certificate, with the scope defined as covering air navigation
services provided, is considered an acceptable means of
compliance. If the NSA has doubts about the validity or the
completeness of the ISO certificate, the NSA has the right to access
the documentation regarding the registration and ongoing auditing
processes (e.g. Audit schedule from the certification (registration)
body; Audit reports from the external quality audit; Corrective Action
Report(s) by the ANSPs as a result of the external quality audit).
This is an exceptional procedure providing additional evidence to
NSA when needed. If the NSA requests access to quality
documents in relation to its certification, the ANSP shall accept the
disclosure of documentation.
For scenario 2, documentation has to be disclosed to provide
evidence for compliance with the five clauses described in
requirement ANSPCRA1.3.2 - para 1and 2 as well as requirement
ANSPCRA1.3.3 – para 1and 2.
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For scenario 1:
Valid EN ISO 9001 Certificate, together with documentation on the
scope of the certificate (e.g. quality manual)
For scenario 2:
Documentation has to be disclosed to provide evidence for
compliance with the five clauses described in requirement
ANSPCRA1.3.2 - para 1&2. and requirement ANSPCRA1.3.3 –
para 1&2.

ANSP – OPERATIONS MANUAL (ANNEX I-3.3)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.3.3 –
para 1&2

An air navigation service provider shall provide and keep up-to-date
operations manuals relating to the provision of its services for the
use and guidance of operations personnel. It shall ensure that:
(a) operations manuals contain instructions and information
required by the operations personnel to perform their duties;
(b) relevant parts of the operations manuals are accessible to
the personnel concerned;
(c) the operations personnel are expeditiously informed of the
amendments to the operations manual applying to their
duties as well as of their entry into force.

The ANSP must ensure that it has a suitable procedure in place for
the control, provision, maintenance and distribution of new versions
of its operations manuals (i.e. an effectively functioning document
control system).
An effective document control system is an integral part of a Quality
Management System (refer to ANSPCRA1.3.2- para 1and 2). The
Criteria
best practice standards or criteria of eligibility for a document
control system are contained in the EN ISO 9001:2000 standard.
This depends on the scenario selected for the compliance with the
A way to comply Common Criteria ANSPCRA1.3.2- para 1and 2 by the ANSP. If
scenario 1 has already been selected, a valid EN ISO 9001
Certificate, which has been issued by an appropriately accredited
organisation, with the scope defined as covering air navigation
services provided, is considered an acceptable means of
compliance.
Analysis of
Requirements

Otherwise, scenario 2 will be applicable, and the ANSP should
have an effective document control system in place, which ensures:
• The appropriate operations manuals are in place, in
accordance with the scope of services provided;
• The content of operations manuals contain the appropriate
instructions and information required by the operations
personnel to perform their duties;
• The relevant part(s) of operations manuals are accessible to
the appropriate people, particularly for the use by and
guidance of operations personnel;
• Any amendments or revisions to operations manuals are
expeditiously communicated to the relevant operations
personnel.
Version 2.0
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Evidence for Scenario 1
The ANSP provides a valid EN ISO 9001 Certificate, which has
been issued by an appropriately accredited organisation, with the
scope defined as covering air navigation services provided.
Evidence for Scenario 2
The ANSP should ensure that it has an effectively functioning
document control system and evidence demonstrating this could
include:
• a copy of the ANSP’s document control procedure, together
with a list of controlled documents;
• the documents listed are appropriate to the scope of the
ANSP’s services and include the relevant operations
manuals;
• copies of the relevant operations manuals;
• a documentation management system covering the change
management and records demonstrating an effectively
functioning document control system e.g. management
reviews, quality audit reports and corrective action plans
(internal and/or external).
NSA may verify through an on-site audit, whether the operations
manuals cover all areas of operations the ANSP provides and
contain the required information needed by the operations
personnel in line with the appropriate ICAO Standards mentioned in
the CR ANNEX IV.

Additional
Information

Version 2.0

Refer to clause ‘4.2: Documentation Requirements’ of the EN ISO
9001:2000 standard
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SECURITY
ANSP – Security (Annex I- 4)
ICAO Standards
Aviation Security is defined according to ICAO Annex 17 as “a combination of measures and
human and material resources intended to safeguard civil aviation against acts of unlawful
interference”.
The EC Regulation laying down the CRs requires an ANSP to establish a Security
Management System (Annex I, section 4). It should comply with ICAO standards (Recital 14)
and as well as the EC Regulation itself.
In addition there may also be national exemptions or deviations that are agreed with ICAO or
the EC and various provisions that are part of the national law covering, for instance, data
protection, privacy, and immigration and state treaties requiring compliance.
The ICAO requirements for aviation security are summarised in ICAO Doc. 8973, Security
Manual for Safeguarding Civil Aviation Against Acts of Unlawful Interference. This
references the many publications that contain the requirements for aviation security;
Annexes 2 (Rules of the Air), 6 (Operation of Aircraft), 9 (Facilitation), 10 (Aeronautical
Telecommunications), 11 (Air Traffic Services), 13 Aircraft Accident and Incident
Investigation), 14 (Aerodromes), 17 (Aviation Security), 18 (The Safe Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Air); Doc 4444 (The Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Air
Traffic Management), Doc 8168 (The Procedures for Air Navigation Services – Aircraft
Operations); Resolutions of the Assembly; and the Tokyo (1963), Hague (1970) and
Montreal (1971 and 1991) Conventions. Only part of Doc. 8973 is applicable to an ANSP,
the rest being concerned with airports and airlines.
There are no ICAO security requirements for AISPs in Annex 15 (Aeronautical Information
Services) It is therefore recommended that the NSA and the AISP agree on the scope of the
Security Requirements to be met.
There is some overlap between the EC Regulation and the ICAO standards but they are
mostly complementary.
This guidance material specifically refers to the requirements of the EC Regulation laying
down CRs against which the Certificate will be issued, but that does not imply that it is
sufficient on its own for an adequate Security Management System (SMS). The Security
Management System should address all the requirements that are placed on the ANSP as
international (ICAO) or national legal requirements.
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Industry Standards
A large part of the operations in the provision of air navigation services concern information
processing and communications, and this guidance material refers to the well established
industry standards for comparable industries. The International Standards Organisation has
published the following that is relevant:
•

ISO 17799:2005(E). Information Technology – Security Techniques – Code of Practice
for Information Technology Security Management.

Additional information on ICAO Security Requirements is provided in the Appendix to Part B.
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An air navigation service provider shall establish a security
management system to ensure:
(a)

the security of its facilities and personnel so as to prevent
unlawful interference with the provision of services;

(b)

the security of operational data it receives or produces or
otherwise employs, so that access to it is restricted only to
those authorised.

The security management system shall define:
(a)

the procedures relating to security risk assessment and
mitigation, security monitoring and improvement, security
reviews and lesson dissemination;

(b)

the means designed to detect security breaches and to alert
personnel with appropriate security warnings;

(c)

the means of containing the effects of security breaches and to
identify recovery action and mitigation procedures to prevent
re-occurrence.

An air navigation service provider shall ensure the security clearance of
its personnel, if appropriate, and coordinate with the relevant civil and
military authorities to ensure the security of its facilities, personnel and
data.
Analysis of
Requirements

Scope: This paragraph describes the scope of the Regulation as
physical security, i.e. facilities, personnel and data. The prime security
responsibility of an ANSP is the protection of the air navigation services
but there is also a wider responsibility under ICAO to support the
security of other parts of the air transport system such as in-flight
security.
Threats:
The types of threat to air navigation services are:
 Physical Threats. These include gaining access to premises,
causing damage, attacking personnel or otherwise disrupting the
provision of the air navigation service by physical means.


Cyber Threats. These are threats to the information or the data,
held by the ANSP, used both for operational and management
purposes, by hackers and malicious software.



Electromagnetic Threats. This threat is the use of electromagnetic
radiation to disrupt or deny the provision of the air navigation
service by interference with its communications, navigation or radar
sensors.

The sources of threat to aviation may be from sources that will vary
according to the state concerned, political and other factors and that will
change with time (e.g. terrorism, political extremism, social unrest,
criminal activity).
It is recommended that the NSA should agree with the ANSP the threat
assessment that is appropriate for each facility and the type of
response that is needed. The threat assessment should be made in
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conjunction with appropriate national government and/or military
agencies.
Security Management System: The Security Management System
consists of the security measures that are in place to ensure the
continued performance of the AISP and its facilities in order to meet
service requirements in the current threat environment which are
documented in a Security Manual. It should also include the interfaces
to other organisations and any dependencies upon them. The Security
Manual should be used by staff and by auditors who will establish that
the AIS meets the security requirements of the NSA.
The Security Management System including the threat analysis should
be reviewed periodically to account for changes in circumstances.
Civil/Military Support. Specific mention is made in the EC Regulation
of coordination with national civil and military authorities for security
clearance of personnel and for ensuring the security of facilities,
personnel and data. The ways in which this support will be provided will
depend entirely on the national organisations concerned and national
practice.
Criteria

A way to
comply

The criteria to be checked are:
1. Does the Security Management System of the AISP meets the
security standards for certification set by the NSA?
2. Do the operations and practice of the AISP comply with the
documented requirements of their own Security Management
System?
At national level there should be an authority -National Security
Authority- responsible for the security of the information (governmental
sensitive data protection, classified material, information networks,
crypto/keys, etc). This authority is also responsible for approval and
accreditation of new networks/systems, audits/inspections (including
physical security of facilities), training in INFOSEC and INFOSEC
regulations. Its responsibilities also include the issuing of security
clearances for all the nationals.
Therefore co-ordination with this authority is fundamental, and in
accordance with the EC regulation. This co-ordination should be done
through the national AVSEC authority (normally belonging to DGCA),
nominated in all nations and responsible for the national AVSEC
program. The ANSP Security program should be part of it (as it is now
for Airline Operators and Airports).
The NSA agree on range of the security requirements, which may be
considered to meet the EC Regulation with reference to the following
list of headings for a Security Management System taken from ISO
17799.:
1. Risk Assessment and Treatment. To identify, quantify and
prioritise threats and risks against criteria and objectives
relevant to the organisation and the appropriate controls to
reduce the risk.
2. Security Policy. A statement of the management commitment,
direction and support for information security.
3. Organising Information Security. A description of the
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organisation of security within the organisation, the roles and
responsibilities of each manager, department and staff member.
4. Asset Management. A description of the ANSP, its operations
(internal and outsourced), its assets and their ownership, and
any other aspects relevant to maintenance of adequate security.
Assets should include information assets and their classification.
5. Human Resources Security. The processes to ensure that all
employees, contractors and other personnel meet their security
responsibilities and security requirements through security
screening and training. If external military or civil government
organisations are used, the process and responsibilities should
be explained.
6. Physical and Environmental Security. To prevent unauthorised
physical access, damage or interference with the premises or
information of the ANSP. The support from national government
or military authorities and the respective responsibilities should
be explained.
7. Communications and Operational Management. To ensure the
correct and secure operation of communications and
information processing facilities from internal departments and
third parties in normal use and with system failures.
8. Information Access Control. To control access to information.
9. Information Systems Acquisition, Development and
Maintenance. To ensure that security is an integral part of
information systems during all phases of design, development,
testing, implementation and maintenance.
10. Information Security Incident Management. To ensue that
information security events and weakness are reported in a
manner to allow timely corrective action to be taken.
11. Business Continuity Management. To counteract interruptions to
the air navigation services from the effects of security incidents
or failures and to ensure their timely resumption.
12. Compliance. To show how all statutory, regulatory or contractual
security requirements are met.
Evidence

There are two stages to show the evidence of compliance:
Stage 1. A detailed analysis of the completeness and suitability of the
Security Management System (SMS) to meet the specific security
requirements for the ANSP. Each ANSP should supply to the NSA a
copy of the Security Management System documentation with a
completed checklist showing how all the requirements of the EC CR
Regulation are met, a statement of where requirements are met by
other organisations and all supporting documents. The checklist should
be compiled by the NSA (e.g. be based on ISO 17799) and it should be
composed of the specific requirements for the ANSP which reflect the
security risk. The result of successfully completing Stage 1 will be an
approved SMS
Stage 2. A regular, periodic audit of the organisation and operations of
the ANSP should be carried out by the NSA. This should include a
sample inspection of actual security organisation, personnel, operations
and procedures and documentation using the checklist of the
requirements of the NSA. The result of Stage 2 will be an assessment
of state of security in the ANSP showing areas where the security
requirements are met and areas where improvements are needed.
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As an example, NSA should normally requires the elaboration of a
Security plan, which includes:
• a description of the physical and technical security measures
(including data) implemented in the facilities
• a description of the security procedures; security clearances, access
control, inspections, training, organisation (security officer and
staff), security feed back from occurrences, etc.
• an emergency and contingency plan in case of intentional
disruption/unlawful interference/attack, or unintentional failure or
natural occurrences. This plan should include back up systems
This is in line with the provisions of the EC regulation.
The plan has to be approved by NSA, to be coordinated with AVSEC
authority in DGCA, which may also carry out audits and inspections to
ensure the efficiency and adequacy of the plan.
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Appendix Part B - ICAO Security Requirements
1.

Chicago Convention

Security in international civil air transport is basically covered by the 1944 Chicago
Convention. The Conventional system includes resolutions, Annexes to the Conventions,
standards and guidance material. The SES Framework Regulation recognises the primacy of
the rules of international law established under these instruments over Community Law.
This appendix has been included to assist ANSPs to address matters that are outside the
certification requirements of the CR but which may be necessary to meet national security
requirements.

2.

Responsibilities under ICAO

2.1

Services.

The signatories to the Chicago Convention are member States and the responsibility to fulfil
obligations is therefore embodied in national legislation. Amongst the services that each
state is required to provide and which therefore may have some impact on civil aviation
security are:
•

air traffic service (air traffic control, alerting services, flight information services);

•

aircraft accident and incident investigation;

•

emergency services.

2.2

Definition.

Aviation Security is defined according to ICAO Annex 17 as:
“a combination of measures and human and material resources intended to safeguard civil
aviation against acts of unlawful interference”.
This definition has been partly endorsed by the European Parliament and Council and which
is used by Regulation 2320:2002 that applies to airports and airlines.
While safety relates to the prevention of accidental events which can affect material or
people, security is the prevention of intentional acts which aims to affect aircraft,
infrastructure or people.
2.3

Elements of Aviation Security.

According to ICAO the institutional framework for aviation security at State level basically
consists of the following elements:
•

designate an appropriate authority and inform ICAO;

•

establish a written national aviation security plan that will include the state policy on
all aspects including air navigation services;

•

require national airports and aircraft operators to establish a security plan compliant
with the national security policy;

•

establish the means to review the level of threat within its territory;

•

establish the means of coordinating activities between departments, agencies and
other parties involved;
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•

draw up contingency plans;

•

establish the development and implementation of training programs.

The main operational functions of ATC in aviation security are:
•

the timely identification of a security incident,

•

to inform and coordinate the incident with the appropriate civil and military
authorities,

•

to assist the aircraft with a new routing or to proceed to an alternate airport,

•

to maintaining a safe separation with other aircraft and to support the captain as
much as possible,

•

assist with post-incident analysis and review.

ICAO provides further guidance material for aviation security in ICAO Doc 8973. The
contents list is reproduced below showing the items that are relevant to air navigation service
security. In particular, the Appendices give guidance about how to conform to the regulations
and to formulate national legislative material.
ICAO is in a process of reviewing the present regulations on in-flight and ATM security to
cope with the new forms of threat like aircraft used as a weapon and MANPADS and to
improve the alerting communication procedures and response procedures.
ICAO Doc 8973 - Security Manual for Safeguarding Civil Aviation Against Acts of
Unlawful Interference (Restricted) contains a summary of all the ICAO documents and
annexes that refer to aviation security.
A selection of the topics from the Table of Contents of ICAO Doc 8973 that apply to air
navigation services is printed below. Those deleted refer to airlines and airports.

ICAO Doc. 8973 Part I — Guidance Material on ICAO Standards and
Recommended Practices
Introduction
Chapter 1. Definitions .
Chapter 2. General principles ..
2.1 Aims and objectives ..
2.2 Effective civil aviation security .
2.3 Security and facilitation ..

Ref. in
8973
I-1
I-1-1
I-2-1
I-2-1
I-2-2
I-2-3

Chapter 3. Organization..
3.1 The appropriate authority of security
3.2 Civil aviation security policy and regulatory section, principles, staff .
3.3 The national civil aviation security programme.
3.4 National aviation security coordination .
3.5 International cooperation ..
3.6 Threat assessment and risk management..
3.7 Research and development of security equipment .
3.8 Security training programmes.
3.9 Supporting facilities.
3.13 Response to airport incidents ..
3.14 Contingency plans ..

I-3-1
I-3-1
I-3-2
I-3-5
I-3-12
I-3-13
I-3-16
I-3-17
I-3-18
I-3-24
I-3-29
I-3-33

Chapter 5. Management of response to acts of unlawful interference.
5.1 Operational aspects ..

I-5-1
I-5-1
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5.2 Incidents involving aircraft, ATC,
5.3 Collection and transmission of information .
5.4 Review and analysis ..
5.5 Report.
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Explanatory note
This part of the guidance document covers matters relevant to the functions
within the AISP that deal with Human Resources (recruitment, training, etc).
.

Scope of the requirements
The requirements are listed in Annex I “General requirements for the provision
of air navigation services”, and are reproduced below. The detailed mapping of
the requirements follows this Annex.

Explanatory note
Part C covers matters which are relevant to the AISP concerning Human
Resources (recruitment,,training, rostering etc..).

Scope of the requirements
The requirements covered are in the Annex I “General requirements for the
provision of air navigation services”.
ANNEX I
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OF
AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES
5.

ANSPCRA1.5 -1

HUMAN RESOURCES
An air navigation service provider shall employ appropriately skilled
personnel to ensure the provision of its services in a safe, efficient,
continuous and sustainable manner.
In this context, it shall establish policies for the recruitment and training
of personnel.
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ANSP - HUMAN RESOURCES (Annex I – 5)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.5 – 1

An air navigation service provider shall employ appropriately
skilled personnel to ensure the provision of its services in a
safe, efficient, continuous and sustainable manner.
In this context, it shall establish policies for the recruitment
and training of personnel.

Analysis of
Requirements

The AISPs have to implement competency management
processes for the personnel manning the AIS functions in
accordance with the existing national legislation.
Competency management processes usually establish
personnel selection criteria, individual development plans and
performance assessments, and at organisation level,
competency planning and development for the various AIS
functions.

Criteria

To achieve this AISP have to establish competency
management processes in accordance with the selection criteria
applied for the various AIS functions e.g.:
• initial training (Basic, Specialist)
o Initial Training should comply at a minimum with the
objectives of the AIS Common Core Content Training.
• unit training plans
• competence assessment schemes
• refresher and unusual situation training (fall back and
recovery) for operational staff
• personal profile portfolios.

A way to comply

An EN ISO 9001 certificate, which bears no exemption for
clause 6.2 Human Resource could be considered as sufficient
means of compliance, provided it has been issued by an
appropriately accredited organisation.
The decision on the criteria to use may be determined in
consultation with the NSA

Evidence

The AISP provides an EN ISO 9001:2000 Certificate which has
been issued by an appropriately accredited organisation, with
the scope defined as covering AISP functions and no exemption
concerning clause 6.2 – Human Resource.
The AISP maintains and can provide on a confidential basis to
the NSA:
• records of initial and continuation training
• personal profile portfolios
• unit training plans
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• documented competence scheme
• competence records

Additional
Information

Version 2.0

The AISP may use the following documents that underpin the
tentative ECIP INF 06 as guidance:
•

common AIS Staff Profiling (CASP) Repository and Book
that provide a generic AIS function framework mapped with
required competencies. The CASP Book also provides a set
of tools/templates to assist AISP when establishing their
competency management processes.

•

AIS Common Core Content Training for Ab-initio and
Specialist
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Explanatory note
This part of the guidance document covers matters relevant to the functions within
the AISP that deal with technical and operational matters.

Scope of the requirements
The requirements covered are in the Annex I “General requirements for the
provision of air navigation services” and Annex IV “: Specific requirements for the
provision of Aeronautical Information Service”. A more detailed mapping follows.

ANNEX I
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OF AIR NAVIGATION
SERVICES
1.

TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL COMPETENCE AND CAPABILITY
An air navigation service provider shall be able to provide services in a safe,
efficient, continuous and sustainable manner consistent with any reasonable
level of overall demand for a given airspace. To this end, it shall maintain
adequate technical and operational capacity and expertise.

ANSPCRA1.1
8.

QUALITY OF SERVICES

8.1.

Open and transparent provision of services
See Part A of this Volume.

8.2.

Contingency plans
At the latest one year after certification, an air navigation service provider
shall have in place contingency plans for all the services it provides in the
case of events which result in significant degradation or interruption of its
services.

ANSPCRA1.8.2

ANNEX IV
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROVISION OFAERONAUTICAL
INFORMATION SERVICE
1.

AISPCRA4.1
Para 1 -

AISPCRA4.1
Para 2

TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL COMPETENCE AND CAPABILITY
A provider of an aeronautical information service shall ensure that
information and data is available for operations in a form suitable for:
•

flight operating personnel, including flight crew, as well as flight planning,
flight management systems and flight simulators, and

•

providers of air traffic services which are responsible for flight information
services, aerodrome flight information services and the provision of preflight information.

A provider of aeronautical information services shall ensure the integrity of
data and confirm the level of accuracy of the information distributed for
operations, including the source of such information, before such information
is distributed.
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WORKING METHODS AND OPERATING PROCEDURES
A provider of aeronautical information services shall be able to demonstrate
that its working methods and operating procedures are compliant with the
standards in the following annexes to the Convention on International Civil
Aviation as far as they are relevant for the provision of aeronautical
information services in the airspace concerned:
-

Annex 3 on meteorological service for international air navigation (15th
edition, July 2004);

-

Annex 4 on aeronautical charts (10th edition, July 2001 including all
amendments up to no 53);

-

Annex 15 on aeronautical information services (12th edition, July 2004).
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General requirements (ANSPs)
ANSP - Technical & operational competence and capability (annex I-1)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.1

Analysis of
Requirements

An air navigation service provider shall be able to provide
services in a safe, efficient, continuous and sustainable manner
consistent with any reasonable level of overall demand for a
given airspace. To this end, it shall maintain adequate technical
and operational capacity and expertise.

General requirement, that is elaborated in the other requirements
of the Annexes I & IV.
ANSPs should, inter-alia, have in place a technical infrastructure
in place that meets relevant ECIP objectives (at least PanEuropean and Multi-national where applicable).
In addition, for AIS providers that are under the managerial
control of an ATSP, the requirement for SMS is also applicable to
them as stated in. Appendix II chapter 3.1.1. General safety
requirements . Compliance with ESARR 3 would be an enabler of
meeting the safety part of this requirement. An established Safety
Management System can be derived by using the content and
applying the procedures laid down in the “EUROCONTROL
Generic Safety Management Manual”
.

Contingency plans (annex I - 8.2)
Req. Number/Source

ANSPCRA1.8.2

Analysis of
Requirements

At the latest one year after certification, an air navigation
service provider shall have in place contingency plans for all the
services it provides in the case of events which result in
significant degradation or interruption of its services.

These plans must describe how, in case of interruption or
degradation, the provision of service will be stopped or delegated.
Specifically it should contain agreements with other units
describing actions to be taken. This could include:
• European AIS Database (EAD);
• AIS providers in adjacent states;
• suitable ATS units.
The contingency plans should, preferably as an Annex, include a
check-list to be used in case of a fall-back. In the plan should also
be described actions to be taken when normal service provision
will be resumed.
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AISP should
• have procedures covering short, medium-term and long-term
disruptions of service provision
• have proper arrangements co-ordinated and agreed with other
units (LoA)
• ensure that the staff is aware of the procedures and if found
needed, trained in how to act
•
•
•

Evidence

•
•

contingency plan for outage co-ordinated with other units and
agreed in LoAs.
implementation of local contingency e.g. alternate
operational/technical rooms.
smooth and controlled degradation and redundancy

documentation of fallback procedures and LoAs.
fallback training plans, schedule of contingency exercises and,
if available, records from training performed.

Requirements specific to AISP
Technical and operational competence and capability (Annex II - 1)
Req. Number/Source

AISPCRA4.1 para 1

Analysis of
Requirements

A provider of an aeronautical information service shall ensure that
information and data is available for operations in a form suitable
for:
•

flight operating personnel, including flight crew, as well
as flight planning, flight management systems and
flight simulators, and

•

providers of air traffic services which are responsible
for flight information services, aerodrome flight
information services and the provision of pre-flight
information.

This is to prove that the provided aeronautical information meet
the requirements to perform functions in a form suitable for users,
as specified by the NSA

Note: There is no requirement to provide the aeronautical
information/data in a form directly suitable for specific ‘flight
management systems’ and ‘’flight simulators’’.
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AISP should describe the provision of aeronautical information
based on ICAO standards (Annexes 4 and 15), as specified by
the NSA
The aeronautical information/data should be provided in the form
of the elements of the integrated aeronautical information
package (IAIP) (2), including aeronautical charts, or in the form
of suitable electronic media.

A way to comply

AISP should have in place a system for receiving and/or
originating, collating or assembling, editing, formatting,
publishing/storing and distributing aeronautical information/data in
accordance with the specifications given by the NSA.
AISP should establish procedures for regular verification of the
availability and suitability and, when necessary, for corrective
action
In addition, the following may be taken also into account
while implementing this Common Requirement:

Evidence

•

AISP to become client / provider of European AIS Database
(EAD) – ECIP INF01 (3)

•

AISP to implement and provide integrated briefing function.
(ECIP INF04) (4)

Customer service in place with appropriate registry, help-desk,
accounting and customer complaint handling.
Documentation of procedures, including results from performed
verifications and or corrective actions

Additional
information

The term information and data in the requirement means
‘aeronautical information/data’.
To support implementation, AISP may use EUROCONTROL
Guidance materials:
- a set of guidelines representing "best" AIS practices for receipt,
storage and publications of AIS Static Data: AIS Data Process
(ADP) & Static Data Procedures (SDP)
- operating procedures for AIS Dynamic Data (OPADD)
The material is available at http://www.eurocontrol.int/ais
Projects -> AIS Data & Procedures improvement

->

(2) Integrated Aeronautical Information Package. A package
which consists of the following elements: AIP, including
amendment service; supplements to the AIP; NOTAM and preflight information bulletins (PIB); AIC; checklists and summaries.
(3) ECIP INF 01 - Implement and operate a reference data base
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of quality assured aeronautical information for the ECAC area,
and worldwide for the benefit of the aviation community.
(4) ECIP INF 04 - Implement integrated briefing to allow
integrated, flexible provision and presentation of data which are
required during the pre-flight phase for the preparation and
execution of a flight. It comprises access to various
data/information sources such as AIS, ARO, MET and ATFM
which provide i.e. NOTAM, SNOWTAM, MET messages, FPL
and related messages and ATFM messages.

Req. Number/Source

AISPCRA4.1 para 2

Analysis of
Requirements
Criteria

A provider of aeronautical information services shall ensure the
integrity of data and confirm the level of accuracy of the
information distributed for operations, including the source of
such information, before such information is distributed.
This is to prove that the integrity and level of accuracy meet the
operational requirements.

This requirement is met by implementing common data quality
measures, encompassing the process from origination to delivery.
The implementation of ISO 9001 QMS (ECIP INF 02) and
achieving certification should support the fulfilling of this
requirement. The appropriate authority should stipulate the scope
of QMS. Basic criteria are available in the ISO 9001:2000
standards.

A way to comply

AISP should establish procedures for regular monitoring of the
integrity and accuracy of aeronautical information for operations,
before such information is distributed.
AISP should:
•

implement EUROCONTROL guidelines and specifications
for improving aeronautical information in terms of
timeliness and data content (ECIP INF03);

•

achieve ISO Certification by an appropriately accredited
organisation covering Aeronautical Information Services;

•

submit relevant QMS documents for inspection.

The implementation of the previous 3 steps should support the
fulfilling of this requirement
Note: From 2007:
- Implement the Guidance Material on Aeronautical Data
Integrity.
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Documentation of procedures, including results from performed
monitoring, for example:
•

ISO 9001:2000 Certificate (every 3 years);

•

external audit reports & corrective action reports
(recurrent);

•

formalised agreements between Aeronautical Data
Originators and AISP.

ECIP INF02 - Implement ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management
System in Aeronautical Information Services- and achieve ISO
9001 certification by the end of 2003. ICAO Annex 15 specifies
the introduction of a Quality Management System and
recommends the ISO 9001 Series.
ECIP INF03 - Improve aeronautical information in terms of
integrity, timeliness and data content assisted by electronic
publication and dissemination of data and the implementation of
standardised service levels.
The guidance material on Service Level Agreements and Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) is available at:
http://www.eurocontrol.int/ais -> Projects -> Management ->
Service Levels or Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
CHAIN - Controlled & Harmonised Aeronautical Information
Network' is currently developing a series of EUROCONTROL
guidelines particularly related to data integrity, such as:
- Data Integrity Principles and Data Management;
- Data Exchange and Publication;
- Best Practices;
- Standardised Input Forms based on AIXM (for Originators);
- Service Level Agreements (AIS & Originators).
The Guidelines will gradually be provided between March and
July 2006 and the subsequent implementation will be supported.
More information can be found on: www.eurocontrol.int/chain
The European Commission has given EUROCONTROL a
mandate on Aeronautical Data Integrity (ADI), the purpose of
which is to develop a draft implementing rule on interoperability
that supplements and strengthens the requirements of ICAO
Annex 15 to achieve aeronautical information of sufficient quality.
The mandate Final Report, proposing the draft implementing rule,
is not expected to be submitted to the European Commission
before Autumn 2006. The ADI mandate has been issued in
support of the implementation of the SES Interoperability
Regulation but there is a need to take account of the relevant
parts of the Common Requirements regulation, notably
concerning AIS providers, to ensure consistency of SES
regulatory requirements.
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Working methods and operating procedures (Annex II - 2)

Req. Number/Source

AISPCRA4.2

A provider of aeronautical information services shall be able to
demonstrate that its working methods and operating procedures
are compliant with the standards in the following annexes to the
Convention on International Civil Aviation as far as they are
relevant for the provision of aeronautical information services in
the airspace concerned:
•

Annex 3 on meteorological service for international air
navigation (15th edition, July 2004);

•

Annex 4 on aeronautical charts (10th edition, July 2001
including all amendments up to no 53);

•

Annex 15 on aeronautical information services (12th
edition, July 2004).

Analysis of
Requirements

This is to prove that methods and procedures are compliant with
relevant ICAO Standards or with a difference from the Standard
duly notified to ICAO by the State concerned and which are then
published in a supplement to the ICAO Annex and in the State’s
AIP.

Criteria

NSA should specify to the AISP what differences from ICAO
Standards have been notified to ICAO by the State.

A way to comply

Evidence
Additional
information

Version 2.0

Establish working methods and
accordance with the relevant
ICAO Standards and differences.

operating

procedures

in

Documentation of working methods and operating procedures.
There are no requirements in Annex 3 relevant for AIS
EUROCONTROL Guidance material is available on the Internet
at: http://www.eurocontrol.int/ais/ -> Projects -> AIS Data &
Procedures improvement
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Reference to special editions of ICAO Annexes in common requirements for the
provision of air navigation services
In ANNEX IV to the common requirements, under “Working methods and operating
procedures”, there are references to special editions of the relevant ICAO Annexes.
As all ICAO Annexes are regularly replaced by a new edition at least once every three year,
NSA and ANSP are strongly advised to consider the applicable edition of the respective
ICAO Annex, especially during the on going compliance (Article 7).

Version 2.0
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Definitions & Terminologies
Definitions are provided in the Glossary document.
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